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Appeal to the Members of Executive Council

I

'INUTA would like to put on record its serious objection to the highhandedness and complete
disregard of basic democratic ethos by the JNU Administration
during the t+z,,o,r..tlrg
(23126 December 2016) of the Academic Council.
It is shocking tl-rat the Administration of an
institution like JNU would indulge in propaganda by releasing
fabricated facts in its official
statement to the media- Tire majority of AC members
were not allowed to present their views,
or allowed to raise objections on issues which were submitted
to the administration in writing
well in advance.

'INUTA in its letter to the VC dated l4tl' Dec and 23'd December drew attention to
rnisreporting of l'acts in the minutes of l4l't AC Meeting.
Ratirer than correcting

the

the AC
'ntinutes, the JNU administration went
a step ahead in presenting minutes of the Standing
committee on Admissions without even the approval of the
members of that committee. in
the last EC, tire minutes of 141't AC Meeting were presented
without circulating these to AC
Members' It is highly objectionable and inconsistent with
the statutory provisions. we would
urge members of the EC to help us in ensuring that
JNU is run on the basis of laid down
procedures rather than on manufactured consents
and misrepresentations of opinions of
AC/EC members.
Members of AC have already written to the Vice Chancellor
about the conduct of the AC
Meeting on 26tt'December, when many members were denied
their rightful opportunity to
speak on Item one of the AC Meeting Agenda, that
is, Approval of the Minutes of the
previot"ts, 141st AC. Sr-rbsequently, other items
were read out amidst protests, and deemed to
have been passed without any discussion. which is
not only blatantly wrong, but sets a
dangerous precedent. More so, the agenda were read
out and self-approved by the Registrar,
which is not permissible in the statute. under the statute,
the Chairperson of the AC" i.e. the
vice Chancellor woulcl conduct the meeting and put the agenda
for discussion. Registrar
would only present age,da in case of affiliating institutions.
Tirere are mistakes in recording the Minutes of the
last AC meeting, as pointed out i, the
JNurA letter of i4'l'Dec and23'd Dec 2016. Many corrections needed
to be made in the
Minutes of the previot-ts AC rneeting that had been circulated
and a number of written and
oral representations had been made to the vc that these
should be corrected. For example,
the AC in its i4l'1 Meeting never authorized the Vice
Chancellor to have his om list ar.rd
select three expefis, as pointed out in JNUTA letter
of 14th Dec and Z3,d Dec to the Vice
Chancellor' This is not only against the basic principle
of'natural .justice, but is an overt
attempt to concentrate all powers in one hand
by use of discretion, apart from being
undemocratic' We also maintain that clue procedure
was not followed in dealing with the
report of the Standing Committee on Admissions.
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During discussions on Part A, it was decided to approach the
UGC to seek clarification on
some points in the r-rew UGC Notification on M. Phil adniissions;
and keeping the UGC
Notification iri abeyance till then. The chairperson assurecl the
hor-rse that the admission i.
2017 wor'rld be as per existing.INU ordinance and not or-r tl're
basis of the UGCI notificatio, of
2016' Hence the supposed adoption of May 2016 UGC Notification
in part B is,ot only
contradictory but a breach of trust.
We believe that all tnembers tnust be allowed and encouraged
to express their opi,ion and
decisions should be taken after due process of discussion and
consultation, and by majority
vote if required. There are many important issues, such as the
May 2016 UGC notificatio,,
which need to be discussed and difficult issues be resolved for
the proper functioning of the
University' For information of the members, we would like to point
out thatcertain provisions
in this notification are against several Supreme Court Judgments, especially
on having the
same qualifying criterion of 50 per cent marks in entrance
across categories. We suggest that
the notification should be sent to all the Schools/Centres to
seek their opinion and the l41nd
AC meeting should be reconvened as soon as possible to take well considered
decisions on
various issues.

The issues that the 142"dAC meeting was to take up during the.deliberations
on the
confirmation of the minutes of the 141'tAC as well as on the
main items several extremely
important matters pertaining to the academic future of the
University and its commitment to
social justice. It is almost cefiain that 'decisions' placed
before the EC for consideration is
not a true reflection of the opinion of tlie AC but the Administration,s
distor-ted version of it.
In view of all the above, the JNUTA appeals to all EC members to stand
in defense of the
University's statutes and in the maintenance of proper institutional processes.
We appeal that:
The
267th
meeting
of
the
EC
not take up for consideration any items placed before it
'
as recommendations of the l4Znd meeting of the AC;
' Any previous decisions relating to recomnrendations of the l41st meeting be put on
hold till the minutes of that meeting, specifically of its (B) part, have
been properly

'

confirmed; and
These lxatters be retumed to the AC for a proper deliberation
and informed decision
by a meeting that sl-rould be held at the eariiest.
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